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 For my Honors Thesis, I developed a program that simulates and animates underwater 
sensor networks in full 3-D.  The program is written in C++, using a toolkit called FLTK (Fast 
Light Toolkit) for the GUI widgets and OpenGL for the 3-D rendering and animation.  The 
program was written in an Ubuntu Linux environment run via a VMware virtual machine on my 
Windows XP laptop.  My thesis advisor is Jun-Hong Cui and two of her graduate students, 
Zheng (James) Peng and Jing Sun, also helped.  While the program doesn’t have any kind of 




In the academic community of computer networks, a program called NS-2 is widely used 
to conduct network simulations, which normally simulates only two-dimensional networks.  NS-
2 also outputs a trace file which contains information on the locations of the nodes and the size 
of the environment as well as each and every network event simulated.  This trace file can then 
be used as input into a network animator called NAM (Network AniMator), which produces a 
two-dimensional visualization of the network and animates the events.  These programs are 
adequate for the majority of network research because most networks are land-based, which are 
essentially two-dimensional.   
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School of Engineering’s Underwater Sensor Network (UWSN) lab is conducting research 
in underwater communication network, which is essentially a 3D network. They are different 
from ground-based networks in that their layout requires that the depth at which a network 
sensor node is located be taken into account during simulations.  So, three-dimensional 
simulation tools are required.  UWSN Lab has extended NS-2 so that it can simulate three-
dimensional underwater sensor networks.  However, to visualize the simulation results, more 
work has to been done. The popular NS-2 animator, NAM, currently only supports two-
dimensional networks and no extensions have been implemented that allow it to render three-
dimensional networks.  There are a few other three-dimensional network animators currently in 
existence on the web, but the lab has found those to be inadequate to their needs.  So, it was 
necessary to develop a brand new animator that can fit the lab’s requirements, which is what I 
decided to work on for my Honors Thesis.   
I chose this project because it seemed the most interesting out of all the possible projects 
my advisor suggested to me, even though she also said it would be one of the more challenging 
ones.  I’m more of a “visual” person, preferring visual media such as movies and pictures over 
books and music so I felt I would enjoy working on this project the most, regardless of how 
difficult it would be.  In fact, I found the difficulty an incentive to choose this project as well 
because it meant that I would be challenging myself and would be able to learn a lot more from it. 
This is a non-trivial project for many reasons.  The first is that NAM-3D must work 
similar to the currently used NAM animator so that the researchers in the lab won’t have to learn 
a completely new program.  NAM-3D must also be efficient in its computations so that it doesn’t 
overwork the machine running it and so that it can animate the network events smoothly and 
quickly.  In addition, it must be able to produce a visually appealing three-dimensional rendering 
that’s easy to observe and analyze.  Lastly, the code must be easy to read and understand so that 
future developers can work with the program without difficulty.  The code should also leave 
openings for future developers to implement additional functionality later on.  NAM-3D isn’t 
intended to be just a one-time project, it is meant to be used and refined by researchers as long as 




There were many requirements that NAM-3D needed to fulfill.  The first was that it 
needed to be similar in appearance and functionality to NAM.  That way, researchers wouldn’t 
need to spend a lot of time relearning a brand new program.  If the layout of NAM-3D were 
mostly similar to NAM, then they could carry over most of their prior familiarity with NAM and 
only need to learn a minimal number of new features.  The main window for NAM is shown in 
Figure 1.  The essential NAM features that needed to be replicated in NAM-3D were: 
• The menu bar that allows users to open/close trace files, change preferences and views, open 
the help window, etc, 
• The player controls to play the network simulation animation forwards, backwards, etc, 
• The slider to change the “time steps” between animation frames so that the animation can 
be run more quickly or slowly, 
• The timeline slider to select a specific point in simulation time so that a certain section of 
the simulation can be repeatedly viewed, 
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• The animation area that will display the visualization of the network and its events, and 
• The zoom in and out buttons to move the camera closer and farther from the network. 
• Figure 2 shows NAM-3D’s current GUI, which includes all the NAM features mentioned 
above as well as many features that are unique to it. 
The next requirement for NAM-3D was that it needed to be able to read, parse, and 
animate trace files outputted by NS-2 the same way or in a similar way to how NAM does it.  
When simulating a network in NS-2, a file with the extension .nam can be created as output.  
Each line of the file represents an event in the network, such as a signal broadcast or a packet 
drop, and it also specifies information such as which node created the event, the time in which 
the event takes place, etc.  The first few lines of the file normally initialize the network 
environment by establishing each of the nodes’ positions, the size of the environment, etc, while 
all the lines afterwards are the network events.  What NAM does is, it reads in the file, and after 
initializing the network and nodes, it animates the events a few lines at a time by reading and 
parsing only a set number of lines of the file.  That’s due to the fact that the trace files typically 
represent long running simulations where there may be tens of thousands of events, and therefore 
tens of thousands of lines in the trace file.  Loading all the lines in the beginning may take far too 
long and use up far too much memory, so it is more efficient to parse and animate only a few 
lines of the file at a time.  NAM-3D’s parser and animator needed to function in a similar way 
for the same reasons.   
The third requirement for NAM-3D was that it needed be able to render the network in a 
way that is visually appealing and easy for a user to observe and analyze the network.  The 
environment needed to be viewed with a perspective so that elements that were farther away 
from the user were drawn smaller than the elements that were closer.  This way, the user can 
easily differentiate the distances between network elements and easily tell which nodes were 
farther back in the environment.  Also, the elements needed to be lit and shaded so that their 
shapes are easily seen as three-dimensional instead of flat.  Lastly, the camera needed to be able 
to pan, rotate, and zoom about the environment so that the user can observe the network and 
animations from all possible angles.  See Figure 5 for a screenshot of an animation in action.   
The final requirement for NAM-3D was that its code needed to be written so that it could 
easily be understood by future developers.  Function and variable names needed to be well 
thought out so that they accurately convey their purpose, and comments needed to be used 
effectively to explain in detail all the functions and variables.  The code and modules also needed 
to be structured so that additional functionality could be added in the future without having to 
rewrite the entire program.  Currently, NAM-3D visualizes only three-dimensional underwater 





• Ubuntu Linux – I decided to write this program in a Linux environment because it is the 
environment most widely used by network researchers.  NS-2 and NAM were written for 
Linux as well, so in order for me to experiment with them if necessary, it was imperative that 
I use Linux as well. 
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• VMware Player – At the same time that I decided to use Linux, I also decided to install 
Linux on my machine so that I wouldn’t have to constantly go to the lab to do work.  I chose 
to use a virtual machine because it was safer and easier than making my machine dual boot 
Windows and Linux.   
• C++ – I wrote the program in C++ because I was much more familiar with it than C and also 
because I had experience programming with OpenGL in C++.  NAM is based on TCL/TK 
and I decided against learning that because it was just too unfamiliar and I would have 
wasted too much time trying to learn it. 
• FLTK – I chose to use this GUI widget toolkit because it supported OpenGL, was based on 
C++, and had simple but powerful GUI implementation.  Out of all the possible toolkits that I 
found that supported OpenGL, this was the best in terms of capabilities and ease of use. 
• OpenGL – I decided to use OpenGL for 3-D rendering because I was very familiar with it, 
having used it in a graphics class a year ago.  It is powerful, widely used, capable of many 




The current modules of NAM-3D are described below.  Each of the modules and classes 
are split into a .h header file which declares the class, functions, and variables and a .cxx file 
which implements and initializes those functions and variables.  A “class” module means that 
instances of the module are created for various purposes, such as when a new network 
environment is loaded or a new network event is created.  A “non-class” module means that the 
files declare and define functions and variables that are global and are used by many other 
modules.  The following table lists the modules, their properties, brief descriptions about them, 
and the page that their documentation starts on.  Following that is a more detailed description of 
each module.  Figure 8 shows how each of the modules are connected. 
 
Module Name Property Brief Description Documentation Page 
Animation class 
Creates the animation of a network 
event depending on the event’s 
type. 
20 
Environment class Represents the simulated network.  Where the 3-D rendering occurs. 21 
Event class Represents a single network event. 23 
FileChooser class A window for the user to select and open a trace file. 23 
Node class Represents a single network node. 25 
Parser class Handles the parsing of the trace file and creation of events. 26 
Preferences class Allows the user to change various settings. 27 
AnimationPlayer non- class 
Functions that handle the 




EnvironmentVariables non- class 
All the variables that control the 
environment, simulation, and 
camera. 
22 
Main non- class 
The main entry point of the 
program and where the main GUI 
is created. 
24 
UICallbacks non- class Implements the callback functions used by the GUI. 28 
UIWidgets non- class Declares the GUI widgets used in Main for the main window. 29 
 
• Animation – class – contains the functions and variables that handle the animation of 
network events.  The class saves information about the node that created the animation so 
that rendering is done at the correct node.  All the various event animations are defined in 
this class.  If more animations need to be added, they should be added to this class. 
• Environment – class – the class that handles the OpenGL rendering of the network 
environment.  It establishes the rendering settings, camera perspective, and base network 
elements.  It also contains the method that redraws the environment at each frame of 
animation.  This is where the function call to animate the network events needs to be, 
because this is the only place where OpenGL drawing calls are recognized.  Only one 
instance of this class can exist at any given time.  If a new environment needs to be created, 
the old one is destroyed first. 
• Event – class – represents a single network event.  It maintains all the information about the 
event, such as the event’s starting time, the type of event, the node that created the event, and 
the animation that the event needs.  An event is created when it is read by the parser and 
loaded into the buffer, and destroyed when its animation is completed. 
• FileChooser – class – creates a window that allows the user to select a NAM trace file to 
open in order to visualize the network simulation.  It also contains various functions to ensure 
that the selected file is valid in order to prevent the program from crashing when trying to 
load a file with an invalid file name or file contents.  See Figure 6. 
• Node – class – represents a single node of the network.  It maintains various attributes of the 
node, such as its size, shape, color, and position.  It also contains a method to change its 
position and numerous get() methods to access its attributes. 
• Parser – class – handles the parsing of the trace file and creation, buffering, animation, and 
destruction of network events.  It reads the trace file and first initializes the environment, 
creating a new environment object and setting up the nodes.  It then starts reading the event 
lines and creates an event object for each event line and loads it into the queue buffer.  When 
it’s time to animate that event, it moves it to another buffer that stores events that are in the 
process of animating and it loads new events into the queue buffer.  When an event in the 
animating queue is done, that event is removed and destroyed. 
• Preferences – class – creates a window that allows the user to change various settings of the 
network environment.  Currently, the user can adjust the precision of the camera movement 
and the spacing between the grid lines of the environment.  See Figure 7. 
• AnimationPlayer – non-class – declares and defines functions that handle the creation and 
destruction of a network simulation environment as well as functions that handle the playing 
of the animation. 
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• EnvironmentVariables – non-class – contains all the variables that control the current 
network environment, simulation, and camera, such as the environment’s size, the camera’s 
current rotation, and the start and end times of the simulation.  These variables are used by 
many other modules, so that’s why they are contained within their own module.   
• Main – non-class – the main entry point of the program.  It creates the main window and 
initializes all the GUI widgets that are declared in UIWidgets.  The OpenGL environment 
window is a sub-window of this main window.  It also implements the callbacks that open 
the FileChooser and Preferences windows. 
• UICallbacks – non-class – declares and defines the callback functions that are used by the 
GUI widgets declared in UIWidgets and initialized in Main.  These functions handle all the 
functionality of the GUI, such as moving the camera and switching the grid lines on and off. 




Many difficulties were encountered during the development of NAM-3D.  The first was 
deciding whether or not to use NAM’s existing code.  My advisor originally thought that it 
would be best to reuse any code from NAM that handled the GUI, the file parsing, the animation, 
and anything else that should work the same for 3D visualization so that one, I wouldn’t have to 
come up with new methods of implementing the same functionality from scratch, and two, so 
that NAM-3D would pretty much be a NAM extension.  Unfortunately, after looking at NAM’s 
source code for a long time, I realized that that simply wasn’t possible.  First, the code was based 
on TCL/TK, a language I was not at all familiar with and thus could not learn and understand in 
a reasonable amount of time.  Also, there weren’t that many helpful comments and no developer 
documentation online so that I wasn’t even able to understand the basic functionality of NAM’s 
modules.  I told this to my advisor and the graduate students and showed them some of NAM’s 
source code and they quickly agreed with me.  One of them said it best, in that “even though the 
code is open-source, that doesn’t mean the developers need to write it so that anyone besides 
themselves can understand it.”  I even emailed the developers of NAM asking for help and 
developer documentation but never got a reply.  So, I essentially had to write the entirety of 
NAM-3D from scratch, using only my basic understanding of how NAM was supposed to work 
to make sure that NAM-3D worked similarly. 
Once I knew I had to write NAM-3D from scratch, I had to find a GUI toolkit that was 
easy to use, powerful, and supported OpenGL.  I eventually decided on FLTK because it was 
based on C++, which I was familiar with, and because the way it implemented the widgets, their 
callbacks, and their connections to OpenGL code was easy to understand.  However, and I admit 
this was my own fault, I was initially writing the program based on FLTK sample code only and 
not actually learning the how’s and why’s of the libraries and classes of FLTK.  So, while I was 
able to make a decently functional basic program that rendered the 3-D environment and had 
widgets that could manipulate the camera, it didn’t work exactly how I wanted it to and the 
code’s structure was very poor.  Fortunately, I eventually read FLTK’s documentation more 
carefully, scrapped the first version of NAM-3D, and was then able to easily write a newer 
version that had all the same basic functionality as the first version, but did them more correctly 
and was structured better module-wise. 
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The largest issue that I faced while developing NAM-3D (and am still currently facing) 
was how to go about animating the various network events in such a way that looks visually 
appealing while also being clearly three-dimensional.  The main cause of the problem was how a 
propagation signal should be rendered.  In two-dimensions, a signal is easily drawn as a circle 
radiating from the node that transmitted it.  However, drawing a signal in a similarly easily 
understandable fashion in three-dimensions is more complicated.  The ideal solution is to draw a 
sphere, but if not drawn correctly, the sphere could end up looking like just a flat circle.  So, 
lighting and shading models need to be implemented to show the depth and contours of the 
sphere.  That’s the main goal, but currently, I haven’t been able to implement any sort of lighting 
or shading yet.  Also, the sphere should be semi-transparent so that the user can still see the 
nodes that it passes over.  Unfortunately, after doing some research online, it seems that OpenGL 
doesn’t have a single, simple way of making something transparent.  I did manage to find a few 
methods of replicating a semi-transparent appearance but I haven’t been able to implement them 
yet.  We’ve also experimented with other ways of rendering a signal sphere.  One method used 
three two-dimensional circles with one on each axis (Figure 3), and another used a wire-mesh 
sphere (Figure 4), but both of those don’t look that great.  However, since I haven’t been able to 
get a shaded and semi-transparent sphere implemented yet, the three-circle and wire-mesh 
representations are currently being used for testing purposes. 
The last issue I faced (and am still currently facing) in the development of NAM-3D, was 
the actual animation of the signal sphere.  The signal needs to propagate at a certain speed and 
travel a certain distance in order to be in sync with any receiving events the signal needs to 
trigger.  If the signal sphere reaches the node too soon before or too late after the receiving event 
is triggered on the receiving node, then the animation is simply incorrect.  Currently, I’ve 
calibrated the signal’s maximum size and propagation speed by just repeatedly running a trace 
file and changing various values dealing with the signal sphere’s growth speed and maximum 
size until I found a speed and size that looked mostly correct.  There are still some timing issues 
though, which I eventually hope to correct by using an actual formula for underwater signal 
propagation.  With an actual formula, I would be able to animate the signal sphere with real 





NAM-3D is still early in development, so there are many ways in which future 
developers could improve and extend upon it.  The highest priority improvements are:  
• To implement all the player control functionalities so that the program can play the 
simulation forwards, backwards, and at various time-step intervals, all while still animating 
the network events correctly. 
• To animate a three dimensional-sphere that is shaded and semi-transparent to represent a 
signal. 
The other improvements include: 
• Having animations that more accurately represent the other network events,  For instance, 
instead of representing a packet enqueue as just having a box move into the node then 
disappearing, the animation could show the actual queue itself along with how many packets 
it currently contains. 
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• Timing the growth speed and maximum size of the signal sphere to better reflect an 
underwater signal’s true propagation speed and distance.  Currently, the signal sphere’s 
growth rate is approximated by repeatedly running a test and checking to see if the sphere’s 
growth synchronizes well with the receiving node’s receive event animation.  If actual 
formulas could be used to calculate the signal’s growth rate, then that would make the 
animation much more accurate. 
• More powerful camera control, e.g. user can control the angle of view. This can provide a 
better user experience. For example, the default angle of view can be set to 40 degrees, which 
looks more natural to human eyes. The user can then choose to switch to a wider one to 
include more sensors, but will suffer from distortion (just like using a wide-angle lens on a 
film camera). 
• Making all the 3-D rendering more clean and professional looking (i.e. smoother edges, 
lighting, shading, shadows if applicable, textures, etc.). 
• More ways for the user to customize the simulation, animation, and viewing of the 
environment.  For instance, the user can select specific nodes by clicking on them and choose 
to center the camera on that node, to show or hide selected nodes and any of its animations, 
etc. 
• To make the program more efficient in terms of code structure, module independence, and 
CPU usage. 
After all of that is finalized, then work can begin on generalizing the program to visualize all 
varieties of networks, such as wired networks.  The code and modules should be written so that 




I believe that I’ve gained a lot of experience from working on this project.  First, I 
became a lot more familiar with Linux.  The previous semester had me working with Linux for 
class projects but I only used it in the lab.  For this project though, I had to install a virtual 
machine on my laptop and have it run Linux so that I could do work whenever I wanted to 
without having to go to the lab.  Because of this, I was able to work within Linux much more 
often and thus was able to become much more comfortable it as a whole.  I also became a lot 
more familiar with the C++ language.  Before this year in fact, I had mostly worked with Java 
because that was the language that was used in all of my classes.  Then, last semester all of my 
programming classes suddenly switched to using Linux and C++ and I had to essentially learn 
them both from scratch.  However, I still didn’t really fully understand that much about C++ 
until I began working on this project.  I’m still no expert with it, but I know that I am a lot more 
comfortable with the language now.  In addition, this project has improved my skills at software 
design and I feel that I am smarter when it comes to dividing a program up into classes and 
modules.  Before this, I had never really thought too much about modularization and assumed 
that just making everything a class was enough.  This project however forced me to carefully 
consider how all the classes and functionalities should be separated to make the modules as 
independent as possible.  That is still somewhat difficult though because the modules don’t seem 
to be obviously separable and in fact appear greatly depend on one another.  I’m still learning 
though, and most likely I’ll find better ways to modularize the code in the future.  Lastly, 
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because of the need to make many different classes and header files, a single line command to 
compile the main file wouldn’t work anymore.  So, I needed to learn how to use Makefiles, 
which I now see is a very powerful tool.  It makes compiling large programs such as this much 
easier.  I still only know the basics but I’m sure I will have to learn the more advanced 
functionality of make files in the future.  So overall, I’ve learned many skills that I feel are vital 
to my future as a programmer.  By becoming more familiar with Linux, C++, Makefiles, and 
learning how to better modularize code, I have more confidence as a programmer and feel that 
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Each module (except for Main) consists of a .h header file and a .cxx file.  The .h headers declare 
the functions and variables and the .cxx files define and implement them.  The functions and 
variables contained in each module is listed and described below. 
 
• Animation: 
o Animation class 
? Public: 
• Animation(Node *n, char* t, float e) – constructor for the class.  
Arguments are a reference to the node that the animation belongs to, a 
string indicating the type of the animation, and a float indicating the 
size of the network packet or signal that the animation is handling. 
• void playAnimation(float interval) – plays one frame of the animation.  
Argument is the current time interval of the simulation, which dictates 
how fast or slow the animation is played. 
• bool isFinished() – returns true if the animation is done playing and 
false if it is not. 
? Private: 
• Node *node – saves the reference to the node that the animation 
belongs to. 
• char type[2] – saves the animation’s event type. 
• float extent – the size of the signal or packet in bytes. 
• float timeToLive – how long the animation lasts.  The animation is 
complete when timeToLive becomes zero. 
• void selectAnimation() – decides which animation method to call 
based on the saved event type. 
• float size, xPos, yPos, zPos – save the node’s size and position in the 
environment. 
• char shape[8] – save the node’s shape 
• float receivingColor[3] – save the color that the node changes to when 
animating a receive event. 
• float signalSize – the current size of the animated signal sphere. 
• void drawSignal(float interval) – draws the signal sphere given the 
current signal size and at the rate of the current time interval. 
• void drawReceive(float interval) – draws a slightly larger version of 
the node with the saved receiveingColor directly on top of the actual 
node to indicate that the node is receiving a signal.  How long the 
animation lasts depends on the time interval argument. 
• float packetPosition – the current position of the packet animation 
• float maxPacketPosition – the maximum position of the packet 
• void drawEnqueue(float interval) – animates the packet enqueue event 
at the rate of the given time interval. 
• void drawDequeue(float interval) – animates the packet dequeue event 
at the rate of the given time interval. 
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• void drawDrop(float interval) – animates the packet drop event at the 
rate of the given time interval. 
• void drawMoveNode() – directly changes the position of the node for a 
node movement event. 
 
• AnimationPlayer: 
o extern double prevTime – saves the time of the previous frame of the simulation.  It is 
used to detect when the user has manually moved the time slider backwards or 
forwards in time so that the parser can rebuffer events if necessary. 
o void pauseSimulation() – pauses the simulation at the current frame of animation.  
Implemented in its own function because it is used in other places in the program. 
o void pause_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function for the pause button.  
Just calls pauseSimulation() when the button is pressed. 
o void playForward_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function for the play-
forwards button.  Unpauses the animation and plays it forwards in time. 
o void playBackward_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function for the play-
backwards button.  Unpauses the animation and plays it backwards in time. 
o void openEnvironment() – called after an environment is successfully opened by the 
parser.  Adds the environment window to the main window, tells the parser to start 
buffering events, and enables all the GUI widgets to be useable. 
o void resetEnvironment() – called to close the currently opened environment.  
Completely deletes the current environment and all of its elements from memory, 
resets all parameters, and deactivates the GUI widgets. 
o void playAnimationForwards(double newTime) – gets the various simulation time 
values and saves them in the global counters and then calls the function to play the 
next frame of animation. 
 
• Environment: 
o Environment class – subclass of Fl_Gl_Window (FLTK’s OpenGL handler window) 
? Public: 
• Environment(int x, int y, int w, int h, char* label) – constructor for the 
environment class.  Arguments are the x and y position of the window 
on the main window, the width and height of the window, and a label 
for the window.  Calls its superclass’s constructor to actually create the 
window and then initializes all the environment variables. 
• void draw() – required method for being a subclass of Fl_Gl_Window.  
Handles all the OpenGL rendering.  Any other methods that draw 
OpenGL elements need to be called somewhere within this method.  
Network nodes and animation calls are done here. 
• void setupEnvironment() – sets up the viewing parameters for 
rendering, such as the viewport, the aspect ratio, and perspective 
camera, etc. 
• void drawBaseEnvironment() – draws the ocean surface and floor 
rectangles, the grid, and the origin marker. 
• Node* getNodeByName(int name) – iterates through the node list and 
returns a reference to the node that matches the name argument. 
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o extern Environment *env – saves the currently opened environment window.  Will be 
accessed in many other places by different modules, mostly to call env->redraw() 
which will call the environment’s draw() method. 
o extern std::list<Node*> nodeList – saves the network nodes of the simulation.  Will 
also be accessed in many other places outside of the Environment class. 
 
• EnvironmentVariables: 
o define ZOOM_DEFAULT – the default camera zoom increment 
o define ROT_DEFAULT – the default camera rotation increment 
o define SHIFT_DEFAULT – the default camera shift increment 
o define GRID_DEFAULT – the default grid spacing amount 
o extern float MAX_ZOOM_IN, MAX_ZOOM_OUT – the values restricting how far in 
or out the camera can zoom. 
o extern float BASE_ZOOM – the zoom value the camera returns to when the reset-
zoom button is pressed. 
o extern float ZOOM_AMOUNT – the current zoom increment value. 
o extern float ROTATION_AMOUNT – the current rotation increment value. 
o extern float SHIFT_AMOUNT – the current shift increment value. 
o extern float ZOOM_STEP – aids in calculating ZOOM_AMOUNT. 
o extern float ROT_STEP – aids in calculating ROTATION_AMOUNT. 
o extern float SHIFT_STEP – aids in calculating SHIFT_AMOUNT. 
o extern float GRID_SPACING – the current spacing between the grid lines. 
o extern float xRot, yRot – the current camera rotation values. 
o extern float currentZoom – the current camera zoom value. 
o extern float width, height, depth – the dimensions of the environment. 
o extern float largerDimension – saves the value of the largest dimension.  Used to 
calculate ZOOM_AMOUNT and SHIFT_AMOUNT. 
o extern float currentXshift, currentYshift – the current camera shift values. 
o extern float xOffset, yOffset, zOffset – used to center the environment in the middle of 
the screen. 
o extern bool showFloor, showSurface – used to toggle the floor and surface rectangles 
of the environment on or off. 
o extern bool showGrid – used to toggle all the grid lines on or off. 
o extern bool showXaxis, showYaxis, showZaxis – used to toggle only the grid lines 
along a specified axis on or off. 
o extern bool showOrigin  - used to toggle the origin marker on or off. 
o extern float originSize – the size of the center of the origin marker. 
o extern float axisSize – the length of the negative axes of the origin marker (the size of 
the positive axes are equivalent to the environment’s dimensions). 
o extern bool environmentValid – flag to indicate that the environment was initialized 
successfully by the parser. 
o extern bool isPaused – flag to indicate that the simulation is currently paused. 
o extern bool playForward – flag to indicate that the simulation is currently playing 
forwards. 
o extern bool playBackward – flag to indicate that the simulation is currently playing 
backwards. 
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o extern float simStart – the start time of the simulation. 
o extern float simEnd – the end time of the simulation. 
o extern char *tracefile – the name of the currently opened trace file. 
o extern int windowW, windowH – the width and height of the main program window. 
o extern int envWindowW, envWindowH – the width and height of the environment sub-
window. 
o extern double simulationTime – the current time of the simulation. 
o extern float timeInterval – the current value of the time interval (how fast the 
simulation time is progressing). 
 
• Event: 
o Event class 
? Public: 
• Event(char* tp, float tm, Node *s, Node *d, char* pktType, float ext, 
int conv, int attr, int id, char* k) – the constructor for the class.  The 
arguments are the event’s type, references to the source and 
destination nodes, the packet type, the extent of the packet (size in 
bytes), the conversation or flow-id of that session, the packet’s 
attribute, the packet’s id in the conversation, and the packet’s 
secondary type. 
• float getTime() – returns the starting time of the event. 
• void animateEvent(float interval) – calls its saved animation’s 
playAnimation()function, passing into it its interval argument. 
• bool isFinished() – calls its saved animation’s isFinished() function to 
see if the animation has completed. 
? Private:  
• char type[2] – save the event’s type. 
• float time – save the event’s starting time. 
• Node *src – save the node that created the event. 
• Node *dest – save the node that signal is destined for (for hop events). 
• char packetType[32] – the name of the type of packet seen. 
• float extent – the size of the packet in bytes. 
• int conv – the conversation or flow-id of that session. 
• int attr – the packet’s attribute. 
• int id – the packet id in the conversation. 
• char k[4] – another packet type field. 
• Animation* animation – save an instance of the animation that needs 
to be played for the event. 
• Bool isEndEvent – flag indicating whether or not the event is the first 
or last event in the trace file. 
 
• FileChooser: 
o FileChooser class – subclass of Fl_Window 
? Public: 
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• FileChooser() – constructor for the class.  Calls its superclass’s 
constructor to create the window, defines and adds all the widgets, and 
then assigns each widget a callback function. 
? Private: 
• bool isSupportedFile(char* filename) – checks to see if the selected 
filename has a .nam extension, since that’s currently the only file type 
supported by NAM-3D.  May be changed later so that it can support 
more file types. 
• bool isFilenameValid(char* filename) – checks the validity of the 
selected filename before trying to actually open the file.  If the 
filename is formatted wrong, it may crash the program when it tries to 
open it. 
• void openFile_cb(Fl_Button *o) – widget callback function to open 
the selected filename.  Makes the parser open the file, and if it was 
successful, then show the environment. 
• static void static_openFile_cb(Fl_Button *o, void *v) – this static 
function is needed because callbacks are usually implemented outside 
of a class.  The widget calls this and then this calls the actual callback 
function. 
• void cancel_cb(Fl_Button *o) – cancels the decision to open a trace 
file and deletes the currently open FileChooser window. 
• static void static_cancel_cb(Fl_Button *o, void *v) - this static 
function is needed because callbacks are usually implemented outside 
of a class.  The widget calls this and then this calls the actual callback 
function. 
• const static int MAX_INPUT_FILENAME_LENGTH – the maximum 
length that the filename can be.  Specifying a maximum length helps 
protect against buffer overflow attacks. 
• Fl_Button *openButton – the widget for opening a new trace file. 
• Fl_Button *cancelButton – the widget for canceling the decision to 
open a new trace file and destroying the currently open FileChooser 
window. 
• Fl_File_Browser *fileBrowser – a window where the user can select 
the file to open. 
• Fl_File_Input *fileInput – the field that will either display the name of 
the file selected in the fileBrower, or allow the user to enter the path 
and name of the trace file. 
• Char* FILEPATH – the current default file path. 
 
• Main: 
o void timerFunc(int value) – the function that calls env->redraw(), which in turn calls 
parser->animateEvent() to play the animation if the simulation is not paused.  The 
OpenGL function, glutTimerFunc() continuously calls this function every set number 
of milliseconds, which is currently set to 50. 
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o void openTrace_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function that pauses the 
simulation and then opens a new FileChooser window to let the user select a new 
trace file and display a new network environment. 
o void setPreferences_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function that pauses the 
simulation and then opens a new Preferences window to let the user change various 
settings. 
o void closeTrace_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function that closes the 
current network simulation and resets all variables. 
o Fl_Menu_Item mainMenu[] –array to hold the submenus of the ‘Menu’ button on the 
main menu bar. 
o Fl_Menu_Item traceMenu[] – array to hold the submenus of the ‘Edit’ and ‘View’ 
buttons on the main menu bar.  These will be disabled when no environments are 
opened because they directly affect the environment. 
o Fl_Menu_Item helpMenu[] – array to hold the submenus of the ‘Help’ button on the 
main menu bar. 
o int main(int argc, char **argv) – the main entry point of the program.  Defines, 
positions, and displays all the GUI widgets declared in UIWidgets and then assigns 
them the appropriate callback functions defined in UICallbacks.  Once all the widgets 
are in place, the timerFunc() is started using glutTimerFunc() and the main FLTK 
event loop is started. 
 
• Node: 
o Node class 
? Public: 
• Node(int n, float x, float y, float z, float s, char* sh, char* c) – 
constructor for the class.  Arguments are the name of the node, the x, y, 
z coordinates of the node, the size of the node, the shape of the node, 
and the color of the node.  Sets the nodes attributes according to the 
arguments and initializes other variables. 
• void drawNode() – draws the node to the screen using OpenGL 
function calls. 
• void setPosition(float x, float y, float z) – sets the position of the node 
to the new position specified by the arguments. 
• void setOffsets(float x, float y, float z) – moves the node’s position by 
the specified offset arguments to make sure the nodes move along with 
the environment when the environment is being centered on the screen. 
• int getName() – returns the name of the node. 
• float getSize() – returns the size of the node. 
• float* getPosition() – returns an array containing the three coordinate 
positions of the node. 
• float* getReceivingColor() – returns an array containing the three 
color values for the node’s receiving color (the color the node changes 
to when animating a receiving signal event). 
• char* getShape() – returns the shape of the node. 
? Private: 
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• void setColor() – decide what color values to use when drawing the 
node based on the node’s color attribute. 
• int name – save the name of the node. 
• char shape[8] – save the shape of the node. 
• char color[6] – save the name of the color of the node. 
• float xPos, yPos, zPos – save the node’s initial position (will never 
change after node is constructed and offsets are applied). 
• float xCurrent, yCurrent, zCurrent – the node’s current position in the 
environment (used to draw the node in the environment and can 
change for node movement events). 
• float nodeSize – save the size of the node. 
• bool status – save the status of the node (true = up, false = down). 
• float wireColor[3] – array holding the color values for the node’s 
wire-frame outline. 
• float solidColor[3] – array holding the color values for the node’s 
solid middle. 
• float receivingColor[3] – array holding the color that the node turns 
into during the animation of a receiving signal event. 
• int currentQueueSize – keep track of the number of packets currently 
in the node’s queue.  Will be used for network statistics output. 
• int maxQueueSize – save the maximum number of packets the node’s 
queue can hold. 
 
• Parser: 
o Parser class 
? Public: 
• Parser(char* trace) – constructor for the class.  Argument is the name 
of the trace file.  Initializes simulation variables and opens the trace 
file for reading. 
• void resetParser() – resets all the variables of the parser back to its 
original values when a simulation is closed. 
• bool initializeEnvironment() – reads the environment initialization 
lines and creates the nodes and sets up the environment size.  Once all 
the initialization lines have been read, all the viewing values such as 
camera zoom, shift, and rotation amounts are set. 
• float getEndTime() – returns the end time of the simulation. 
• bool isStillInitializing() – peeks ahead one line to see if it is an 
environment initialization line.  If so, continue, and if not, stop. 
• void queueNextEvents() – loads the next group of events that have the 
same starting time into the event buffer for animation. 
• void animateEvents() – checks the events in the queue buffer to see if 
it’s time to animate them.  If so, place them in the animating buffer to 
animate them and clear the queue buffer.  Events in the animating 
buffer continue to animate until their timeToLive value becomes zero.  
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Once what happens, the animation is complete and the event is 
removed from the animating buffer and destroyed. 
• void rebufferEvents() – called when the user manually sets the time 
slider back in time.  All the events starting from the beginning are 
reloaded and animated until the next set of events have a starting time 
that occurs after the current position of the time slider. 
? Private: 
• float startTime – save the starting time of the simulation. 
• float endTime – save the ending time of the simulation. 
• float currentTime – save the current simulation time. 
• char* trace – save the name of the currently opened trace file. 
• void findSimEndTime() – function that iterates through the trace file 
until it reaches the last line.  It then reads the time of that last event in 
the file and sets that time as the ending time of the simulation. 
• std::ifstream traceFile  - the input stream for the trace file.  Opened 
when the parser is constructed and closed when the parser is reset. 
• std::streampos eventStartPos – the position of the first event line in 
the file. 
• std::streampos currentPos – the position of the next line to be read in 
the file. 
• std::list<Event*> eventBuffer – buffer to hold the events that are 
waiting to be animated.  Events are removed from this buffer and 
placed into the animatingBuffer when the time comes to animate them. 
• std::list<Event*> animatingBuffer – buffer that holds the events that 
are currently in the process of being animated.  Events are removed 
from this buffer and destroyed once their animation is complete. 
o extern Parser *parser – saves the currently opened parser object.  Will be used in 
multiple places in different modules. 
 
• Preferences: 
o Preferences class – subclass of Fl_Window 
? Public: 
• Preferences() - constructor for the class.  Calls its superclass’s 
constructor to create the window, defines and adds all the widgets, and 
then assigns each widget a callback function. 
? Private: 
• void saveChanges_cb(Fl_Button *o) – saves the new settings that were 
selected by the user and closes the window. 
• static void static_saveChanges_cb(Fl_Button *o, void *v) – this static 
function is needed because callbacks are usually implemented outside 
of a class.  The widget calls this and then this calls the actual callback 
function. 
• void cancel_cb(Fl_Button *o) – cancels the decision to change the 
settings and deletes the current Preferences window. 
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• static void static_cancel_cb(Fl_Button *o, void *v) – this static 
function is needed because callbacks are usually implemented outside 
of a class.  The widget calls this and then this calls the actual callback 
function. 
• void defaults_cb(Fl_Button *o) – restores the default settings. 
• static void static_defaults_cb(Fl_Button *o, void *v) – this static 
function is needed because callbacks are usually implemented outside 
of a class.  The widget calls this and then this calls the actual callback 
function. 
• Fl_Box *cameraLabelBox, *gridLabelBox – box to display the 
relevant labels.  
• Fl_Button *saveButton – button that when pressed, saves the selected 
settings and closes the Preferences window. 
• Fl_Button *cancelButton – button that when pressed, closes the 
Preferences window without saving. 
• Fl_Button *resetDefaults – button that when pressed, resets all the 
sliders to their default values. 
• Fl_Value_Slider *zoomSlider – slider that changes how much the 
camera zooms in with each button press. 
• Fl_Value_Slider *rotSlider – slider that changes how much the camera 
rotates with each button press. 
• Fl_Value_Slider *shiftSlider – slider that changes how much the 
camera shifts with each button press. 
• Fl_Value_Slider *gridSlider – slider that changes how many lines are 
drawn for the grid. 
 
• UICallbacks: 
o void zoomIn_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to zoom the 
camera in closer to the environment. 
o void zoomOut_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to zoom the 
camera out farther away from the environment. 
o void xRotUp_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to rotate the 
camera upwards. 
o void xRotDown_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to rotate 
the camera downwards. 
o void yRotLeft_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to rotate the 
camera to the left. 
o void yRotRight_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to rotate 
the camera to the right. 
o void xShiftLeft_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to shift the 
camera to the left. 
o void xShiftRight_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to shift 
the camera to the right. 
o void yShiftUp_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to shift the 
camera upwards. 
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o void yShiftDown_cb(Fl_Repeat_Button o, void*) – widget callback function to shift 
the camera downwards. 
o void toggleSurface_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to toggle the 
surface rectangle on or off. 
o void toggleFloor_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to toggle the 
floor rectangle on or off. 
o void toggleOrigin_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to toggle the 
origin marker on or off. 
o void toggleXaxis_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to show only the 
grid lines on the x axis. 
o void toggleYaxis_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to show only the 
grid lines on the y axis. 
o void toggleZaxis_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to show only the 
grid lines on the z axis. 
o void toggleGrid_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to toggle all grid 
lines on or off. 
o void resetZoom_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to reset the 
camera’s zoom value. 
o void resetRotation_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to reset the 
camera’s rotation value. 
o void resetShift_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to reset the 
camera’s shift value. 
o void resetAll_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to reset all viewing 
values (camera, grid, etc). 
o void viewFront_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v ) – widget callback function to set the 
camera’s rotation so that it faces the front of the environment. 
o void viewBack_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v) – widget callback function to set the 
camera’s rotation so that it faces the back of the environment. 
o void viewTop_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v) – widget callback function to set the camera’s 
rotation so that it faces the top of the environment. 
o void viewBottom_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v) – widget callback function to set the 
camera’s rotation so that it faces the bottom of the environment. 
o void viewLeft_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v) – widget callback function to set the camera’s 
rotation so that it faces the left side of the environment. 
o void viewRight_cb(Fl_Widget*, void* v) – widget callback function to set the 
camera’s rotation so that it faces the right side of the environment. 
o void quit_cb(Fl_Widget*, void*) – widget callback function to exit the application. 
o void outputTime() – writes the time slider value to the time output window. 
 
• UIWidgets: 
o extern Fl_Window *window – the main window of the program where all the GUI 
widgets and the OpenGL subwindow are displayed. 
o extern Fl_Menu_Bar *mainMenuBar – the menu bar for the ‘File’ button. 
o extern Fl_Menu_Bar *traceMenuBar – the menu bar for the ‘Edit’ and ‘View’ 
buttons. 
o extern Fl_Menu_Bar *helpMenuBar – the menu bar for the ‘Help’ button. 
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o extern Fl_Group *UIgroup – the group that contains all the GUI widgets that control 
the various environment and camera settings.  This is disabled when no environment 
is currently open, which in turn disables all widgets that are part of the group. 
o extern Fl_Group *playerGroup – groups the player controls together so that selecting 
one of the buttons will deselect the others, to make sure that only one control button 
is active at a time. 
o extern Fl_Output *viewTraceFileName – displays the name of the currently opened 
trace file. 
o extern Fl_Multiline_Output *viewNetworkInfo – not yet implemented.  Will 
eventually display various statistics and data about the currently opened environment 
and network. 
o extern Fl_Slider *timeSlider – the slider for the simulation time line.  Scrolls as time 
progresses but the user can also click and drag it to any position on the slider, from 
which the simulation will continue from that point in time. 
o extern Fl_Output *timeValue – displays the current time as a decimal number.  This 
had to be used instead of the Fl_Value_Slider because the output window of the 
Fl_Value_Slider was too small to properly display the time value. 
o extern Fl_Value_Slider *intervalSlider – allows the user to select the time “steps” 
between each frame of animation.  The higher the interval, the faster the animation 
will play because time will advance more quickly at each timer call. 
o extern Fl_Light_Button *rewindButton – rewind the simulation by some number of of 
unit time. 
o extern Fl_Light_Button *playBackwardsButton – play the simulation backwards.  
Time will decrease by one unit time at each timer call. 
o extern Fl_Light_Button *stopButton – pauses the simulation. 
o extern Fl_Light_Button *playForwardButton – play the simulation forwards.  Time 
will increase by one unit time at each timer call. 
o extern Fl_Light_Button *fastForwardButton – fast forward the simulation by some 
number of unit time. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *zoomInButton – zooms the camera in closer. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *zoomOutButton – zooms the camera out farther. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *xRotateUpButton – rotates the camera upwards. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *xRotateDownButton – rotates the camera downwards. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *yRotateLeftButton – rotates the camera left. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *yRotateRightButton – rotates the camera right. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *xShiftLeftButton – shifts the camera to the left. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *xShiftRightButton – shifts the camera to the right. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *yShiftUpButton – shifts the camera up. 
o extern Fl_Repeat_Button *yShiftDownButton – shifts the camera down. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleSurfaceButton – toggles the surface rectangle on or off. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleFloorButton – toggles the floor rectangle on or off. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleGridButton – toggles all the grid lines on or off. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleXaxisButton – shows only the grid lines along the x axis. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleYaxisButton – shows only the grid lines along the y axis. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleZaxisButton – shows only the grid lines along the z axis. 
o extern Fl _Button *toggleOriginButton – toggles the origin marker on or off. 
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o extern Fl _Button *resetZoomButton – resets the camera’s zoom value. 
o extern Fl _Button *resetRotationButton – resets the camera’s rotation value. 
o extern Fl _Button *resetShiftButton – resets the camera’s shift value. 
o extern Fl _Button *resetAllButton – resets all viewing values (camera, grid, etc). 
o extern Fl_Box *zoomBox, *rotationBox, *shiftBox, *toggleBox – displays GUI labels 
for the relevant widgets. 
o extern Fl_Box *envPlaceholder – draws a white box to stand in for the environment 
window when an environment isn’t loaded. 
 
 
 
 
